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Abstract
With young children engaging increasingly in a diverse range of digital contexts in 
early childhood classrooms, there is growing interest in examining how they acquire, 
produce and understand digital texts. In Australia, with 90 percent of children aged 5-
14 years engaged with the Internet in the preceding 12 months (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2012), and evidence that children younger than five years are also users in 
Internet-enabled technology (Davidson, 2009, 2010; Plowman, Stephen, & McPake, 
2010). Early childhood policy and curriculum guidelines recommend the introduction 
of technology in meaningful ways into classrooms, such as using technology to 
support communication and engagement in the cultural and everyday experiences of 
home and community, and for information seeking (Australian Government 
Department of Education Employment and Workplace Relations for the Council of 
Australian Governments, 2009). While endorsed, there is little empirical evidence 
showing everyday practices in early childhood classrooms with technology.   
This paper investigates the video-recorded interactions of a teacher and a class of 
children aged 4-5 years in a preschool classroom as they collaboratively compose an 
email to a former staff member. The episode was selected from over 200 hours of 
video-recorded classroom interaction of teachers and children in nine early childhood 
centers in Australia. The analytic focus in this paper is on how they draw on specific 
literacy practices using screen-based technology shows how they interactionally 
manage their social worlds with the affordances of digital material practices of using 
keyboards and computer screens, and cultural practices of composing texts to be 
shared.  Drawing on a corpus of data that investigated young children’s engagement 
of technology in preschool and home contexts, this paper takes one extended 
sequence that shows a group time activity where the teacher introduces to the group of
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approximately 20 preschool-aged children the idea of sending an email to a teacher 
who had recently moved away. 
Drawing on understandings of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967)and conversation 
analysis (Sacks, 1995), the video-recorded episode was transcribed and analysed in 
close detail. As educational talk is accomplished predominantly through language, 
forcing analytic attention on the complexity of the discourse and focusing on the 
social organisation of the talk and embodied action by the participants offers insights 
into how social interaction is accomplished as a joint production of orderly discourse 
(Atkinson, 1981). In the analysis, we show how the teacher manages the children as a 
cohort and determines who speaks, the allocation of speaking turns and access to the 
keyboard, and her monitoring the session to progress the session to have a composed 
email completed. The teacher and children negotiate the material and technical 
aspects of writing the email as well as the social aspects of openings and closings to 
the email, and the introduction and presentation of new topics. The teacher adds 
considerations to do with authorial voice, politeness markers, and writing 
conventions.
The paper contributes new understandings of digitally mediated interactions between 
teachers and children in early childhood settings, the ways that digital literacy 
practices are accomplished in a cohorted setting. More broadly, these understandings 
show how understanding digital practices has to move beyond operational skills to the
broader understandings of digital practices as practical and situated activities. 
Introduction 
With young children engaging increasingly in a diverse range of digital contexts in 
early childhood classrooms, there is growing interest in examining how they acquire, 
produce and understand digital texts. In Australia, 90 percent of children aged 5-14 
years are engaged with the Internet in the preceding 12 months (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2012), and children younger than five years are also users in Internet-
enabled technology (Danby et al., 2013; Davidson, 2009, 2010; Marsh et al., 2005; 
Plowman, et al., 2010; Spink, Danby, Mallan, & Butler, 2010).  
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The concept of “digital literacy” has become a commonplace term in the past decade 
or so, used often to refer to various digital forms that mediate social participation and 
engagement in home, school and community contexts (Sefton-Green, Nixon, & Erstad
2009). New curriculum documents in Australia place emphasis on digital technology 
in classroom settings, with early childhood policy and curriculum guidelines 
recommending the introduction of technology in meaningful ways into classrooms, 
such as using technology to support communication and engagement in the cultural 
and everyday experiences of home and community, and for information seeking 
(Australian Government Department of Education Employment and Workplace 
Relations for the Council of Australian Governments, 2009).  A government policy 
position supporting digital literacy, however, poses questions as to how teachers are to
meet such expectations (Sefton-Green, et al., 2009). While some teachers embrace 
these guidelines, others are less sure about the value of technology or how to engage 
with print and digital texts (Thorpe et al., forthcoming) Further, there is little 
empirical evidence showing everyday practices with digital technology in early 
childhood classrooms. 
In using digital technologies, there are “new opportunities and challenges for those 
working in formal and informal educational contexts” (Merchant, 2007, p. 118). 
Lankshear and Knobel (2003) suggest that questions emerge of how teachers in early 
childhood classrooms engage traditional and new print literacies, and how teachers 
and students produce and distribute texts by electronic means. This does not suggest 
that the “old” ways of doing literacy are no longer important, but there is a new 
imperative for focusing on material aspects of text production and social 
communication afforded through digital literacies (Merchant, 2007). While often 
glossed over, participating in digital practices also means recognizing that there are 
multiple and complex skills, knowledges and practices, often intertwined, within the 
cultural and social spaces of the classroom (Cope & Kalantzis, 2009; Sefton-Green, et
al., 2009)
The Study 
This paper investigates the video-recorded interactions of a teacher and a class of 
children aged 4-5 years in a preschool classroom as they collaboratively compose an 
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email to a former staff member. Drawing on a corpus of data that investigated young 
children’s engagement of technology in preschool and home contexts, this paper takes
one extended video-recorded sequence that shows a whole group time activity where 
the teacher introduces to the group of approximately 20 preschool-aged children the 
idea of sending an email to a teacher who had recently left the centre. The video data 
were transcribed using Jeffersonian notation (Jefferson, 2004) (see appendix for 
transcription notation). Children, teachers and place locations have pseudonyms.
The data corpus is from an Australian Research Council project Interacting with 
Knowledge, Interacting with People: Web Searching in Early Childhood, which 
explores how teachers and children in preschool classrooms, and families in home 
settings, engage in web searching and other digital technologies. The project has three
phases: (1) a survey of teachers across 400 early childhood programs in Queensland; 
(2) in-depth ethnographic video recordings of the everyday practices of teachers and 
children accessing and using digital technologies in nine kindergarten centres in 
South-East Queensland. As well, from each centre, two families were each provided 
with a video camera to record their family’s home practices with digital technologies, 
and (3) a statewide survey of families reporting their everyday practices with 
technologies. Data for this article are drawn from Phase 2 video recordings of 
interactions with digital technologies in schools. The preschool is located in north 
Brisbane, on the boundary of the city. This socioeconomic status of community 
traditionally has been quite low, and with an ethnically diverse population, although 
the increasing gentrification of ocean-view locations is leading to increasingly mixed 
socio-economic levels of the community.  The episode was selected from over 200 
hours of video-recorded classroom interaction of teachers and children in nine early 
childhood centers.
Ethnomethodological perspectives are employed, along with conversation analysis, to 
investigate the everyday, in situ accomplishment of classroom practices with digital 
technologies (Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1995). As Hutchby (2001) points out, studying 
new forms of practices associated with technology use helps understand participation 
in everyday social interaction. 
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Classroom interaction orienting to activity progression 
The analytic focus in this paper is on digital literacy practices, and how the teachers 
and children use screen-based technology. Analysis shows the affordances of digital 
material practices, such as logging onto the Internet, use of keyboards and computer 
screens, within the cultural practices of composing texts to be shared.  These material 
practices do not happen in a social vacuum, but within social contexts constituted 
through the embodied actions of members, and spatial and time dimensions of 
engaging in everyday classroom activities (Fenwick, Edwards, & Sawchuk, 2011).
In this paper, we discuss how the teachers and children negotiate the material, social 
and technical aspects of a teacher and a cohort of children writing an email. The 
analytic focus is on the situatedness of the activity and its sequentialness to show 
activity progressivity: that is, how the teacher manages the social interactions within 
the affordances of digital technology. Any activity, including writing an email, 
involves a social organisation that includes how the teacher manages the setting for 
that activity and, in the course of that, how teacher and child identities are produced 
and assembled in that interaction (Macbeth, 2003). Even when not evident, “learning 
is interactional because it is always rooted in activities, …in forms of experience” 
(Mondada & Doehler, 2004, p. 505). A conversation analytic focus attends to how the 
members themselves “demonstrably oriented” to the activity at hand (Sacks, 
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). 
In examining how classroom members orient to the activity and its progression, we 
draw on a concept of activity progressivity. Based on a study of travel agents and 
customers providing personal information for the purchase of their ticket, Lee (2011) 
found that customers often provided unrequested information, but that this 
information anticipated a “higher-level purpose…[that] promote[d] the progress of 
larger activity in an institutionally relevant way” (p. 904).  In the episode under 
investigation in this paper, the larger activity is to keep the cohort on board and 
focused on the teacher’s agenda by maintaining their participation and encouraging 
the proffering of ideas. In other words, the teacher engages in a similar activity of 
orienting to a higher-level purpose of the overall activity of the group of children 
accomplishing the group task of composing an email, but which involves the children 
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collaboratively and individually participating in the activity. We argue that, in this 
paper, technology both affords and disrupts this teacher-, and thus institutional-, 
sanctioned activity of writing the email. The teacher’s orientation to the larger activity
means that she has to accommodate the affordances of the technology and engage in 
side-discussions when the technology, whether it was a problem of wrong password 
or time to load photos, was slow to work. 
The session begins with the teacher, Miss Sally, sitting beside an electronic 
whiteboard, and the children sitting on the carpet in front of her. To the side of the 
whiteboard is a small desk with a desktop computer and keyboard. Henry, one of the 
children in the class, is invited to come to this desk to type, and the teacher aide 
(Linda) sits beside him. She and teacher are able to make direct eye contact, and the 
teacher can see what Henry is typing. The cohort of children do not see what Henry is 
typing, although they can see what appears on the whiteboard, as their gaze is focused
directly on the teacher in front of them, and to the whiteboard to the right of where 
they are sitting.
The first excerpt shows the beginning of the email activity. The preschool password 
has to be typed in. Before this happens, the teacher asks Henry if his “typing fingers” 
are ready, and directs him to where the teacher aide is sitting at the desk.  
Extract 1 Case file number:  20121031120149/141
Time segment: 01:00 – 01:43
45 01:00 – 01:30
46 T: okay.
47 (1.3)
48 T right=
49 boys and girls  
50 have a look carefully here. 
51 (0.2)
66
52 T okay.= 
53 <this is miss sallys special email.>
54 can you type these letters carefully?
55 cee and a kay.
56 c8: pee and a kay.
57 c9: cee and a kay.
58 c10:          [cee]=
59 TA: cee¿ 
60 c11: = cee and a kay.     
61 c12:          [cee (inaudible)=
62 TA: the symbol? ((glances at T))
63 chn: ((children talking amongst each other))
64 TA: kay¿
65 T:  and then that back slashy thing,
66 TA: tsk e::mm
67 T: what su  burb do we live in.
68 (.)
69 c13: australia.
70 T: thats the country
71 01:30 – 01:43
72 T: pr:o te:ction
73 chn: protection BAY.
74 T:       p¿
75 T: that’s where our kindergarten is.
76 TA:      [Henry are you looking?]
77 T: protection bay.
78 L: p¿
79 T: some of you don’t live in protection bay.=
80 some of you live elsewhere.
81 TA:       e¿
82 T: but we’:re at protection
83 c13: [((inaudible))]
In extract 1, the teacher aide (TA) is pointing to the letters of the password and Harry 
is typing them in, with the children able to see the bullet points appearing on the log-
on site visible on the whiteboard.  As this happens, the teacher makes some reference 
to techno-literacy language,  “back slashy thing” (line 65). At the same time, the 
teacher aide guides Henry to the letters as she points out each letter. Described 
variously as “proximal guided interaction” (Stephen, 2010, p. 23) or “manual 
guiding” (Kääntä & Piirainen-Marsh, 2013), this practice is designed to support 
Henry; although in this instance, it is not possible to know if Henry already knows the
letters or not, as the teacher aide does not provide an opportunity to find out. The 
teacher aide’s actions, however, do orient to the progressivity of the activity, which is 
to have the password entered and have successful online access. In this, her actions 
possibly accelerate this step.  
As the password is being entered, the teacher engages in a discussion with the 
children of where they live. While the class only needed the address of the preschool 
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for the email, the discussion led by the teacher occurs within a context of waiting for 
the password to be entered and accepted, and so what appears to be off-task activity 
about local geography actually maintains the children’s focus and attention on the task
at hand, working towards the higher-level purpose of composing an email. While the 
children are waiting for some necessary step to happen (such as typing the password), 
the teacher engages in what seems to be talk that is not directly relevant to the task of 
the email, and actually encourages children to provide information that is not directly 
relevant for the email task. The task of composing the email has several side 
sequences of talk initiated, encouraged and endorsed by the teacher, such as a broader 
discussion of where children live. At first, these side sequences seem puzzling, as they
take time and don’t seem directly relevant to the task at hand, but closer examination 
shows the teacher’s local rationale for this side activity.
The talk is interrupted only by the teacher’s orientation to entering the password 
correctly (lines 92-93), as shown in extract 2: 
Extract 2 Time segment: 01:51 – 02:12
80 T: look at this_ 
81 TA: =i_
82 T: pro:tectio::n_
83 chn: [((inaudible quiet talk among the children))]
84 TA:  [o]
85 c13: [I live in (gable bay)].
86 T: bay.
87 TA: oops, 
88 what happened. 
89 T: ah¿
90 chn: ((inaudible quiet talk among the children))
91 (1.1)
92 T: th at’s the way.
93 fi x  it up_
94 (2.1)
In extract 2, the off-task talk continue about where the children live, and the teacher 
continues with the conversation about where the children live and, at the same time, 
continuing to monitor the entry of the password.  The teacher’s activity of both 
engaging in talk unrelated to the email activity and also monitoring the password 
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entry is evident also in extract 3. Technology problems occur here, with the teacher 
having provided her personal password rather than the preschool one: 
Extract 3 Time segment: 03:30 – 04:55
154 T: capital ess¿                           
155 TA: oh  my goodness,  
156 T:      the rest is lower case.
.
.
.
168 T: it’s almost (typed though).
169 c17: ARRAGH
170 TA: (   ) dolls 
one of those dolls (   ) 
171 chn: (talking quietly)
172 TA: it’s not wor king.
173 (1.1)
174 T: can I do it?
175 TA: yeh,
176 (1.6)
177 T: I think you might have done your slash the wrong way.
178 TA: back slash¿
179 T: °I don’t know°.
180 (0.6)
180 ((T typing on keyboard 1.0)) 
181 (0.8)
182 TA: Abby¿ (              )
183 T: actually I lied. 
184 I gave you the wrong thing.
185 (1.5)
186 TA: S:ally¿
187 T: I gave you mine. 
188 not the (.) centre’s.
189 (1.3)
190 ((T typing on keyboard 1.0))
191 (3.1)
192 (children talking to each other)
At this point, cohorting the group is no longer oriented to, as the teacher and teacher 
aide discuss the problem of the wrong password. At this point, the children begin to 
talk amongst themselves, therefore several conversations amongst pairs and small 
groups of children occur, so they are also no longer attending to the whole cohort. As 
the teacher and teacher aide gaze and talk are directed at each other, this talk is not 
oriented to as part of the activity of writing the email, but as a side sequence to this 
task. During this time, while the children may overhear the talk, the teacher does not 
direct the children to participate or listen. For the teacher, orienting children to what 
happens when the wrong password is entered is not framed as an opportunity to learn 
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more about this, but rather a barrier to the larger activity at hand, composing the 
email. 
After almost five minutes, the group time activity is now finally at a point where the 
task of writing the email begins. The teacher shifts her attention from the teacher aide 
and Henry back to the cohort, and asks a question in line 188, Extract 4, that is 
directly related to writing the email. In this extract, we see the teacher’s orientation to 
progressing the activity. While previously, there was ‘slow’ mode caused by problems 
such as entering the wrong password, the activity now seems to shift into ‘fast’ mode. 
Extract 4 Time segment: 04:55 – 06:27
188 T: what  are we going to say to miss sue.
189 =how do  we start.=
190 =how will we   start.=
191 =how do we start a letter.
192 C18: eh we miss you¿
193 T: we miss you¿ 
194 but h-how sh- 
195 c19: =we love you¿
196 T: we love you,
197 c19: em em_ (0.7) 
198 we got th- we got some eggs.
199 (0.7)
200 T: I would start with (    )
201 c20:                 [(someone get the mail.)]
202 c21:                    [they laid.]  
203 T: from protection bay south (  ),
204 c22: they l:aid.
205 T: the chickens hav- 
206 = I   would start off with dear miss s:ue.
207 can you¿ (0.7)
208 do you think that’s a good idea?
209 dear
210 c23: [love (0.2)love kindergarten protection bay.
211 T: [and you  watch the letters come up. 
212 watch the letters come up as we type.
213 c24: ((inaudible))
214 (0.7)
215 T: <dear miss sue>. 
216 okay.
217 (0.8)
218 T: who said we miss you.
219 (1.2)
220 T: anna wants to write we miss you?
221 c24: and we love you?
222 T: okay, 
223 c25: and the chickens hatched.
224 c26: and (.) and the chickens hatched some eggs,
225 c27: and chickens 
226 T: ok so_
227 c28: [and the chickens]
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228 c29: [((inaudible))]
229 c30: [and chickens hatched em eggs.] 
230 T: we love you they said¿
231 c27: and ((inaudible)) 
232 em 
233 (0.5)
234 c27: love and we love to (catch some eggs)¿
235 T: yes,
236 c31: <and (0.2) the em the and the chickens em we can make 
some stuff with the chicken eggs.>
237 c32:  what about my word?  
238 (1.0)
239 T: okay=
240 a::nd okay so_
241 c33:    =and we miss her.
242 T:      yeh.
243 c34: from protection bay south.
244 T: from protection bay south? 
245 okay.
246 =now that probably would be good at the end.
247 okay?
248 so hold on to that ross,
249 colin now you can go and sit right   at miss larne’s 
feet so she 
250 can help you listen.
251 we miss you, 
252 we love you.
253 you know what I would say?
254 (.)
255 <something exciting happened at kindy.>
256 what do you reckon,
257 c35: YEP,
258 c36: YEH,
Email communication plays as important a role as other social forms of interaction, 
offering the opportunity to communicate quickly, in asynchronous mode, with others 
at a distance and in different time zones (Waldvogel, 2007). The teacher orients to the 
openings (lines 188-191) and closings (lines 243-248). A greeting sets the tenor of 
what is to come in an email, as its presence (or absence) establishes the connection 
with the addressee (Waldvogel, 2007). Similarly, a closing also does important work, 
helping to confirm and establish the relationship for future communications 
(Waldvogel, 2007). 
With five minutes of the activity taken with getting online and establishing a 
password, the next 90 seconds holds a wealth of interaction from the teacher and 
children as the teacher elicits many possible ideas from the children that might be 
included in the email. Beginning with a marked high pitch, which works to get the 
cohort’s attention, she begins with a question about what they might want to say to 
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Miss Sue (line 188), the addressee of the email, and then she moves quickly to 
suggest what do they want to say “at the start” (lines 189-190), and narrows the 
question further with “the letter” (line 191), equating an email as a same type of 
communication as a letter. The shift to identifying the components of an email is 
interactionally relevant for the larger activity at hand, composing the email. 
The teacher follows the children’s lead in taking up possible topics  - we miss you and
we love you, the chickens hatched some eggs, and the closing salutation of the email. 
She does this, demonstratively displaying ‘active listening’ (Hutchby, 2005), by 
repeating what they have said to show that she has heard their suggestion (lines 193, 
196), and by suggesting that an idea could come at a particular point in the email, 
such as in the closing (lines 246-248 ). The children’s responses, however, belong to 
what might possibly be written within the body of the text, but does not specifically 
address what an email might start with, and so the teacher delays feedback, such as a 
acceptance, of those ideas. 
It is the teacher who continues to orient to this structure of how to start an email by 
proposing that “I would start” (line 200). She does not complete her utterance, though,
as the children continue, in overlap with the teacher and with each other, to continue 
to call out ideas for what to say in the email. She tries again in 206, 208 and 215, with
a cohorting request to agree with her suggestion in 209. She initiates a new topic for 
the email, of something exciting happened at kindy (line 255). By inviting the 
children to consider what she would say, twice, she encourages them to come back as 
a cohort.  Just as importantly, she is shifting the activity along in a timely way to 
address the components of an email, and displaying that an email should disclose 
something to say, information that might be if interest to the reader. The teacher 
introduces the idea of telling Miss Sue that the chickens have laid eggs, and there is 
some discussion on this that we do not include in this paper. 
During this segment of the talk, the teacher directs the children to look at the 
whiteboard to “watch the letters as they come up” (211) and adds, “as we type” in 
2012. This is a clear directive that she proffers to the cohort about the link between 
what they are suggesting and what text is being typed and displayed on the 
whiteboard. At this point, we have not been following Henry and his assisted typing 
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supported by the teacher aide but, at another time, it would be possible to see how 
Henry is connecting the oral and written texts. At this point, the teacher is looking to 
the cohort for displays of understanding where the children’s claims would be the 
preferred response, whereas Henry’s task might be quite different in that his display of
knowing is his demonstration of typing in the correct letters and words (see Koole, 
2010, for displays of epistemic access). 
Below is a screen capture of what the children are now seeing on the electronic 
whiteboard.
The next extract occurs about a minute after extract 4 finishes. The discussion 
amongst the children and with the teacher had followed on from the teacher’s 
suggestion about telling Miss Sue about the chickens laying eggs. The teacher now 
adds a new technological object, the addition of some pictures downloaded from a 
camera. 
Extract 5 Time segment: 07:39 – 08:00
307 T: do you  think we should put some pictures.
308 attach some pictures so she can see the eggs?
309 chn:  ye::h.
310 T: okay.
311 lets do that.
312 (1.0)
Following this agreement to attach some photos, approximately four minutes of talk 
occurs as the teacher aide finds the camera, and she plugs the camera plugged into the
computer. The screen comes up with the gallery of photos of the hens laying eggs, and
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the children decide which photos they would like to send Miss Sue. Extract 6 shows 
the teacher’s search for the photos as she scrolls through the gallery of photos, which 
the children can see on the whiteboard.
Extract 6  Time segment: 12:05 – 13:30
491 T: where’s those e ggies.
492 =okay.
493 c92: em,
494 (0.2)
495 T: we’re going to attach the picture.
496 (1.2)
497 T: I’ll just go up the top and attach ,
498 =yeh_
499 look at that, 
500 and we’re going to pick the pictu::re
501 (0.9)
502 c93: maybe we should do the one that (        ) with.
503 c94:    are we going to talk to miss  
504 [s:::::ue?]
505 T:  [(would that be it,)]
506 (3.1)
507 T: my computer,
508 (2.2)
509 T: no¿
510 (2.5)
511 T: gotta find  them,
512 (2.2)
513 h: gotta find  it.
514 (3.9)
515 h: °gotta find them°. 
516 gotta f:ind them.
517 gotta f::ind th::em.
518 .hh hh
519 we gotta find them.
520 T:    [can’t we just click on there and]
521 h:         [gotta find them.]
522 T: ah.   
532 h: I’ve gotta find them.]
In extract 6, the teacher starts by asking where to find the photos of the “ e ggies”  
(line 491). She then describes the steps she is going through to attach the photos: she 
finds the picture, and she attaches it. She does this action with two pictures (lines 491-
497 and line 500). At the same time, her talk works to direct the cohort’s attention to 
her actions. In line 502, a child proffers a selection and the teacher confirms the 
choice in line 505.  Next, the teacher begins a turn beginning with “gotta find them” 
with high pitch on “find” (line 511). Her talk is taken up by one of the children in the 
group, at first in a quiet voice (line 515), and elongation of word (lines 516-517). At 
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this point, the teacher’s actions and her talk have cohorted the group. In the next 
extract, another issue arises with technology, the time taken to load the photos.
Extract 7 14:44 – 15:00
592 T: ah okay.
593 chn: ((inaudible talking))
594 T: it’s still loading
595 (1.9)
596 chn: ((inaudible talking))
597 TA1: it must be a big file,
598 (0.8)
599 h: uh uh uh.
600 T: so while that’s loading we might g:o  
and have morning tea.
The final excerpt deals with an affordance of technology – the length of time it takes 
to load photos and have them attached to the email. In line 594, the teacher makes the 
observation that the file is still loading, to which one of the other teacher aides sitting 
with the group suggests a possible reason, that the file is big (line 597). At this point, 
the teacher closes the activity with a suggestion for morning tea. 
Conclusion
In this 15-minute episode, the teacher’s delivery of the task appeared to be closely 
aligned with the affordances of the technology and with technical matters to do with 
getting online. There were periods where the talk with the children encouraged great 
diversity of topic and there seemed to be no sense of activity progressivity at all, as 
evidenced in the first extracts where the teacher aide and Henry were getting set up, 
and there was a lot of discussion about where the children lived. Once the technology 
was in place, however, there was a great flurry of activity to work out the content, 
formatting and structure of the email. Then, while the photos were loading, there 
again was a sense of ‘going slow’, this time linked to stopping for morning tea. 
In terms of the textual aspects of composing an email for an audience, the teacher 
suggested the activity of composing and sending an email to a former staff member, 
the children contributed ideas for the content of the letter, and the teacher talked about
the structure of an email, including how to start and close one, and the adding of class 
photos. The teacher initiated most of the ideas for the email in terms of providing 
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information, At the same time, the children were asked to recall classroom activities, 
the hens laying the eggs. As well as the teacher’s content suggestions, the children’s 
initial suggestions of what they wanted to include (that they miss and love Miss Sue) 
remain within the body of the email. All the time, the teacher is managing the cohort, 
and Henry and the teacher’s aide, in terms of what to say and what’s been said 
already, and what to type. 
This extract show in close detail the complexities of the teacher’s work as she 
negotiates the materiality of computers and passwords, and of temporal organisation, 
as well as negotiating the cultural procedures of negotiating relationships via text, 
both with the children in the class and with the addressee of the email.  While her 
interactions were situated within the local, relationships involving future 
communication from afar were also being framed. 
The paper contributes new understandings of digitally mediated interactions between 
teachers and children in early childhood settings, the ways that digital literacy 
practices are accomplished in a cohorted setting. We see how policies and guidelines 
become enacted within the particular social contexts constituted through the members’
embodied actions, and spatial and time dimensions of everyday classroom activities. 
More broadly, these understandings show how understanding digital practices have to 
move beyond operational skills to the broader understandings of digital practices as 
practical and situated activities. 
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 Appendix
Transcription Notation
The transcription system used to transcribe conversational data was developed by Gail 
Jefferson (2004). The following notational features were used in the transcripts presented in 
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this chapter. The following punctuation marks depict the characteristics of speech production, 
not the conventions of grammar.
bu-u-                  hyphens mark a cut-off of the preceding sound.
 [ a left bracket indicates the overlap onset
] a right bracket indicates where the overlapped speech ends
= no break or gap between turns
(0.3) number in second and tenths of a second indicates the length of an 
interval
(.) brief interval (less than 0.2) within or between utterances
so:::rry colon represents a sound stretch of immediately prior sound with 
increases in the number of colons indicating the longer prolongation
you underline indicates emphasis
 shifts into high pitch
 shifts into low pitch
DOG loud talk is indicated by upper case
hey? a question mark indicates a rising intonation
dog¿ a Spanish question mark indicates a substantial rise that ends up in the 
mid to mid-high end of the speaker’s range
here, a comma indicates a continuing intonation with a slight rise
did. a full stop indicates falling, final intonation
boots underline indicates stress or emphasis via pitch or amplitude. The 
longer the underline the greater the emphasis
soft  softer, quieter sounds
.>quick< talk is speeded up
<slow> talk is slowed down
.hhh a dot prior to h indicates an in-breath
hhh indicates an out-breath
(        ) the talk is not audible
(house) transcriber’s best guess for the talk
(do)/(dig) two equally possible hearings
together! an exclamation mark indicates an animated tone
 dr-dirt a single dash indicates a noticeable cut off of the prior word or sound
((walking)) annotation of non-verbal activity
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